SUGGESTED PIPING DIAGRAM
STEAM SIDE PIPING TO DUAL EXCHANGER COBREX UNITS
(Configurations 4, and 6)

MANUAL STEAM SHUTOFF VALVE

Y-STRAINER WITH BLOWDOWN

STEAM PRESSURE REGULATOR (for supply steam > 10 psig)

STEAM PRESSURE GAUGE

DASHED LINES INDICATE ITEMS THAT ARE FIELD INSTALLED. COMPONENTS CAN BE ORDERED SEPARATELY FROM PVI.

UNIONS REQUIRED FOR SERVICING ARE NOT SHOWN.

FLOAT & THERMOSTATIC STEAM TRAP

CHECK VALVE

TO CONDENSATE RECEIVER

Cobrex exchanger

Cobrex exchanger

MAIN FST STEAM TRAP

MAIN FST STEAM TRAP

OPTIONAL SUB-COOLER

CHECK VALVE

PIPE TO VENTED CONDENSATE RECEIVER. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO LIFT CONDENSATE.
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